Join John Carpenter "The Movie Man" for a discussion and screening of "Star of Midnight" a mystery/comedy starring Ginger Rogers & William Powell. A New York lawyer Clay “Dal” Dalzell (William Powell) is asked by an old friend, Tim Winthrop (Leslie Fenton), to locate his girlfriend Alice, who mysteriously disappeared in Chicago a year ago. Clay, joined by his would-be fiancée, Donna Mantin (Ginger Rogers), attends a stage show called “Midnight” that stars a masked actress, Mary Smith, who vanishes mid-performance after Winthrop yells out the name Alice. A gossip columnist poised to provide vital information about the actress Mary is shockingly murdered. It’s up to Clay, with the help of Donna to trap the murderer and find Alice.

Friday, January 24, 2020
in Meeting Rooms 1 & 2 at 1:00 p.m.
No tickets required.